
Past Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

No essential organ of the national body ____________________.1. (impair)had been impaired

He could not help feeling that she must eventually reap some benefit from
the good fortune with which his efforts ____________________.
2.

(attend)had been attended

Undoubtedly, he had certain peculiar ideas as to marriage; from his youth
he ___________________ of never following the beaten track.
3.

(accuse)had been accused

Its leg and an arm and two ribs __________________ by its fall.4. (break)had been broken

All these dispositions ________________ under his personal direction.5.
(make)

had been made

The stones _________________ up into an orderly building.6. (pile)had been piled

It ____________________ by hundreds of feet.7. (trample)had been trampled

We feared that they _________________________________.8.
(capture/and/behead)

had been captured and beheaded

Nobody knew exactly where it was, but there was no doubt that it
_____________________.
9.

(inhabit)had been inhabited

The carpet _________________ up in the long room, so that the young
folks might have a dance.
10.

(take)
had been taken

But its door ___________________ open.11. (snap)had been snapped

The whole affair ___________________ by his stupidity.12. (bungle)had been bungled

The worst of it was that, being lifted above his own people, he
__________________ to despise them.
13.

(teach)had been taught

I _______________ to expose myself to ridicule.14. (lead)had been led

For days not a glimpse of sun, or moon, or stars
____________________.
15.

(obtain)had been obtained
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They ___________________ at midnight, and the coldness of the moon
had entered into them.
16.

(pluck)
had been plucked

It would be well to see the girl and find out whether any unusual
impression ____________________ on her mind by the recent occurrence or
by any other cause.

17.

(produce)
had been produced

They told him that their husbands __________________ by the giants,
who had then condemned them to be starved to death, because they would
not eat the flesh of their own dead husbands.

18.

(kill)

had been killed

For she ________________________ now found again, and surely that
was cause for rejoicing.
19.

(lose/and/be)
had been lost and was

Geoff _______________________ by this sudden storm.20. (overwhelm)had been overwhelmed
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